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I. OVERVIEW

Squad Leader is a campaign set in the broken sprawls of Hive
Gannymeade on the planet Occulus Secundus. It is intended to allow
players to create and build a narrative of their army based on the
events and outcomes of three games played over a two-month period
(November through December). To participate in the campaign, you will
need the following:

• A matched partner for the entirety of the campaign.
• An army that meets the Force Composition requirements below;
although not required, it is highly encouraged that your army be
completely painted to a battle ready standard.

• A ruin or a Sector Mechanicus structure that you and your
partner supply that will be your unique terrain piece for the
campaign (Victory Garners will supply boxes at the Board Room and
Victory Comics with urban warfare terrain that can be used to
fill out the tables).

II. BACKGROUND

When the Cicatrix Maladicturn erupted across the galaxy, it sealed the
fate of millions of Imperial worlds that found themselves isolated in
the Imperium Nihilus. Particular suffering befell those worlds that
either were engulfed by the great rift, or found themselves teetering
on its edge.

One of these worlds is Occulus Secundus. Once a fairly typical
outpost of the Imperiurn, its billions of citizens looked up to see
the maw of the great rift filling the skies. Soon thereafter, the
short span of their remaining lives descended into nightmare.

Civil war broke out as citizens turned on each other or to the Dark
Gods that began to whisper and beckon to the weak of faith. For the
most part, the sizeable Astra Militarum forces transiting through the
planet held true, but the planetary defense forces turned against
their Imperial brethren. Cut off from supplies, food, hope and
sanity, a large part of the population rejoiced when daemonic forces
appeared and laid siege to the major cities. Soon, xenos and other
forces arrived — either to intentionally or as a result of anomalies
caused by the warp — adding to the mix of contesting forces.

The Imperium staggered under the assault, but it was not long before
the Emperor’s Angels of Death arrived to counter the blow struck by
Chaos. Astartes from several chapters descended to the planet’s
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surface and turned back the tide of traitors. But the destruction
and madness was too great, and they soon found themselves isolated
from their brethren, fighting for their survival in the suffocating
confines of the Hive Cities of Occulus Secundus.

One of these Hive Cities is, or rather was, Hive Gannymeade.
Compared to the squalor of hives like Necromunda, Hive Gannymeade was
relatively prosperous. Industry and administrative or religious
buildings encircled the spire of the hive for hundreds of kilometers
in all directions, with the hive spire itself reaching high into the
upper atmosphere. Gardens and parks were even known among the
encircling buildings, and part of the hive touched upon the shore of
an enormous lake.

That, however, has long ceased to be. Now the central hive lies as a
shattered wreck, with the fallen wreckage sprawling into what was the
lake (the lake having boiled away under the bombardments that brought
down the central spire). It is assumed what is left of the spire —

both the wreckage and the remaining stump — is uninhabitable, but
this assumption is belied by the occasional flashes of explosions and
bizarre lights from within. The encircling buildings have been
fought over and razed several times over. The original population is
all but completely destroyed with those remaining either succumbed
into chaos cults or devolved into a feral state of existence among
the ruins.

The present of Hive Gannymeade is little more than running skirmishes
between the ragged forces that invaded it. Once mighty armies
smashed against the beachhead of the hive; now, only fragments remain
of the armies of men, xenos, daemons, and mutants that assaulted it.
The mightiest war machines have long since been laid low.
Communications with the outside world have been extinguished. No
thought of victory remains. The only hope of those that survive is
to fight, kill, and preserve to see another day.

Welcome to life in Hive Gannymeade.

III. FORCE COMPOSITION

To participate in the Squad Leader campaign, you must compose an Your
army using the following rules:

• No more than 2000 points.
• All units must be taken from a single Codex.
• All units in your army must be able to fit within a Battalion
Detachment (pg. 243 BRB), except no Flyers may be taken in your
army, even if the Flyer could also be taken as a Dedicated
Transport. Units with the Fly keyword are permitted.
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• No more than two units of the same datasheet may be taken in an
army, with the exception of Troops.

• Drop pods may not be taken (all communications with ships in
orbit have long since been severed).

• No unique named characters may be taken.

This army serves as a command roster for your forces. Once the
campaign begins and army lists are submitted, no changes may be made
to the army’s composition (that is, you may not add or remove units,
or change the weapons or traits of units, including psychic powers).

For each game, you must select a squad of between 500 and 1000 points
of units taken from your army (or what remains of it after each
game). The squad must be able to fit within a Patrol Detachment. If
the army does not contain enough of units to satisfy the minimum
requirements of a Patrol Detachment (that is, because of casualties
there are no HQs or Troops left in your army), the army is broken and
penalties are imposed as set forth in the Campaign Rules section
below. Nonetheless you must try to select a squad that adheres as
closely to the Patrol Detachment requirements as possible. No
Formations or Special Detachments may be used when creating a squad.

You will not know the size of your opponent’s forces until you meet
to play (unless you voluntarily share that information at an earlier
time). Once you and your opponent have met to play a game, no changes
to the squad are allowed, unless permitted by a special rule such as
Reconnaissance (see below).

IV. £AMPAlGN RULES

The Squad Leader Campaign will be conducted using the Cities of Death
supplemental rules, which have been reproduced as an Appendix. These
rules include the Cities of Death warlord traits (optional),
abilities, narrative play special rules, battlefield terrain rules,
stratagems (including Key Building stratagems), and tactical
objectives. The mission for each game will state which rules will be
used for that game.

In addition, the following Squad Leader campaign rules are in effect:

• We All We Got. You are on your own — no reinforcements will
come to your aid. At the end of each game, each of your models
that was removed from play as a casualty (including through
failed morale checks) is removed from your army list. For
example, if your Leman Russ tank was reduced to zero wounds at
the end of game 1, it is gone for good and can not be taken as
part of a squad in subsequent games. Likewise, if a unit of 10
boyz is reduced to 4 boyz at the end of game 1, the 6 boyz that
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were removed as casualties are permanently lost and the unit
will start with 4 boyz if it is taken as part of a squad in
subsequent games. If your warlord is slain, you must pick
another model to be the warlord in subsequent games, but no new
warlord traits may be chosen. IMPORTANT: At the end of each
game, be sure to accurately track and record which units
suffered casualties and which were completely removed from play.

• Old Scars Never Heal. Assume there is no time between
confrontations to repair or heal damaged or injured units. As a
result, any unit with multiple wounds does not recover lost
wounds between games, unless a special rule permits it. For
example, if a Wave Serpent is reduced to 5 wounds at the end of
game 1, and it is taken as part of a squad for game 2, it begins
game 2 with 5 wounds (unless a special rule permits wounds to be
healed between games). IMPORTANT: At the end of each game, be
sure to accurately track and record which units suffered wounds.

• Reconnaissance. Even though the fog of war obscures the nature
of your opponent’s forces before battle is joined, advanced
scouting can permit you to plan in anticipation of the conflict
to come. After players exchange lists for a game, but before the
start of the game, if a player has a lower point level than the
other, the player with the lower point level may spend 2 C? to
add a unit from his army to his squad. That unit cannot exceed
200 points and the player’s squad cannot exceed 1000 points as a
result of using this stratagem. This special rule may be used by
each player once before the start of any game.

• Broken. If a player is unable to field a squad that meets the
minimum requirement for a Patrol Detachment (1 HQ and 1 Troops),
then the army is broken. Broken armies do not generate the 3
additional command points at the start of each game that are
generated by unbroken armies (see Game Rules and Missions
below). As a result, broken armies have only 3 command points
to use in a game, absent other methods to generate C?.

• Bug Out. It is better to live to fight another day than to die
for no reason. For 2 CP, during your movement phase, you may
state that a unit is using sewer tunnels or hidden escape routes
to flee the battlefield. You may remove that unit from the
table as if it were the end of the game. That unit counts as
killed for purposes of victory conditions, but is otherwise
available to be used in subsequent games consistent with the We
All We Got and Old Scars Never Heal special rules. You may not
use the Bug Out special rule if there are enemy models within 1”
of the unit you select to remove from the battlefield. You may
use the Bug Out special rule more than once per game.
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Games will be played on 4’x4’ tables. There should be 3-4 terrain
features in each 2’ by 2’ area, with at least half (rounding up) of
all terrain features on the table being ruins or Sector Mechanicus
structures. Regardless there must be at least 6 ruins or Sector
Mechanicus structures per table. One of the ruins or structures must
be the terrain piece unique to you and your partner. Multi-level
ruins are encouraged. The open area between ruins or structures
should be liberally littered with obstacles, barricades, wreckage,
and other area or scatter terrain.

You and your partner will be given a packet containing three sealed
envelopes. In each envelope will a mission for a game. The three
game missions must be played in order, starting with mission 1.
Mission 1 will also be posted on the Victory Gainers website
(www.victorygamers.org) before the end of October. You may open
envelope 1 immediately, but the remaining two envelopes are to remain
sealed until instructed to open. Each mission will state the
deployment, objectives, scoring and victory conditions for the game.
Each game will also specify any consequences based on the result of
the previous game.

Each game will be played using the following steps:

1. Opponents Meet and Exchange Army and Squad Lists

2. Players Generate Command Points for Game
a. Generate 3 base command points
b. Generate additional 3 command points if army is not broken
c. Generate additional command points due to other game rules.

3. Player with Lower Points Level May Use Reconnaissance Stratagem
(see Campaign Rules above)

4. Players Set Up Table, Terrain, Objective Markers, and Models
According to Mission

5. Play Game

6. Determine Winner and Loser

7. Record Casualties and Injuries for the Purpose of the We All We
Got and Old Scars Never Heal special campaign rules.

8. Apply Any Special Rules For the Outcome of the Mission
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9. Open Up Sealed Envelope with Mission for Next Game

srI. MOS

Any frequently asked questions or other rule clarifications or errata
will be set forth in a separate document that will be posted on the
www.victorygamers.org website, after the primer has been released
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CITIES OF DEATH MISSIONS
If you wish to play a Cities ofDeath
battle, you should first select a mission.
This book includes open play missions,
narrative play missions and matched
play missions.

Open Play Missions
Three open play missions and ideas for
games of your own creation can be found
on pages 94-95.

Narrative Play Missions
Six narrative play missions can be found
on pages 82-87. In these missions, one
player takes the role of the Attacker, and
their opponent the Defender. Some of
these missions use some of the narrative
play mission rules (pg 65.).

If you wish to play one of these missions,
first choose one from the table be]o:
Alternatively, you can roll to randomly
select which mission you will play.

Six matched play missions can be found
on pages 88-93. In these missions, players
have the choice to play the mission
using the Eternal War objectives, or the
Maelstrom ofWar objectives. In the
former, both players have the same, pre
set objective at the start of the mission;
in the latter, players will randomly
determine a set ofTactical Objectives
to achieve throughout the battle (Cities
of Death includes aset of new Tactical
Objectives on pages 77-79). If you wish
to play one of these missions, first choose
one from the table below. Alternatively,
you can roll to randomly select which
mission you will play. Then agree
whether you will use the Eternal War
or Maelstrom ofWar objectives for that
mission (if the players disagree, roll off
and the winner chooses).

Ii’lIk+9lII

[_ firesweep (pg 88)

2 High Ground (pg 69)

3 Domination (pg 90)

4 Maxiniurn Attrition (pg 91)

5 Urban Assault (pg 92)

Isolated Resistance (pg 93)

CITIES OF DEATH
In the nightmare of the far future, armies battle one another to annihilation
amid the shattered ruins ifvast corpse-strewn cities. The rules in this
section allow both players to recreate the brutal, close-confines nature of

Matched Play Missions

urban warfare.

USING CITIES Of DEATH
Cities of Death is an expansion that
allows you to Incorporate brutal urban
warfare into your games ofWarhammer
40.000. These rules supplement the core
rules with additional abilities, Warlord
Traits and Stratagems that better reflect
the tactics deployed by armies when
waging such battles.

I’iI49Bh’
The Gauntlet (pg 82)

Total Devastation (pg 83)

Relief force (pg 84)

Grand Assault (pg 85)

Thunder Run (pg 86)

I)ecapitation (pg 87)

ltl
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113 WARCURO TRAIT
Cityfight Specialist: If your army is Battle-
forged, you receive 3 additional Command
Points. These can only be spent to use Cities of
Death Stratagems (pg 70-75).

Conqueror ofWorMs: If this Warlord is
within range ofan objective marker (see left)
it controls that objective marker even if there
are more enemy models within range of the

2 same objective marker. If an enemy unit
within range of the same objective marker has
a similar ability, then the objective marker
is controlled by the player who has the most
models within range of it as normal.

Urban Warrior: This Warlord treats alt soft
cover it is entirely on or within, or that it is
receiving the benefit of cover from, as hard

3 cover (pg 64). In addition, enemy units do
not receive the benefit to their saving throws
for being in cover against attacks made by
this ‘,Varlord.

A

c

CITIES OF DEATH BATTLEFIELDS

In a Cities of Death mission, the battlefields are
characterised by the increased density of the terrain.
As such, unless the mission you are playing instructs
you otherwise, we recommend having at least 3-4
terrain features in each 2’ by 2’ area, at least half
of which (rounding up) should be ruins or Sector
Mechanicus structures. Irrespective of the size of your
battlefield, you must include at least 6 ruins or Sector
Mechanicus structures (otherwise you will not have
enough terrain features on which to place objective

F.

__________

markers fr many of the missions in this book).
The streets and areas between the ruins and Sector
Mechanicus structures should be liberally littered
with obstades, barricades, wreckage and other
detrittts so that troops have some shelter as they dash
from one building to another.

Note that if you are playing one of the matched play
missions in this book, the deployment map is the
same regardless of the mission (see below).

Player A Battlefield Edge

ObjectiveMarkers

?ltiyer B Battlefkid Edge

Many missions use objective markers — these represent
sites of tactical and strategic import that both sides are
attempting to secure. The objective markers included in
the Urbais Conquest box are perfect for this purpose, or
you can use others from your collection.

CITIES OF DEATH WARLORDS
If you are playing a Cities of Death mission, you can use
the following Warlord Traits when choosing your army:

I

If you are playing a mission that uses Tactical Objectives
(pg 76), you will need six objective markers that are
individually numbered 1 through 6.

A player controls an objective marker if they have more
models within 3” of it than their opponent does, When
measuring distances iiwoMng objective markers, always
measure to and from the centre of the marker.



CITIES Of DEATH ABILITIES
Cities of Death missions use the following
additional rules:

In urban environments, troops can make use of the
dense terrain as they advance into position to obscure
them from the enemy’s sights.

After you have chosen a unit to shoot with and you have
chosen the target unit, or units, for the attacks, you must
determine if any of the targets are obscured.

A target unit is obscured if every model In it is
obscured from the point of view of the firing model. An
individual model is obscured unless all parts of it that
are cing the firing model are visible from the point
of YICW of the firing model a VEHICLE or MONSTER
is instead obscured unless 50% or more of the model
facing the firing model is visible from the point of view
of the firing model). If unsure, stoop down and get
a look from behind the shooting model to see if any
part of it is obscured. for the purposes of determining
whether or not a model is obscured, a model can see
through other models in its own unit and other models
in the target unit. Models with the flyer Battlefield Role
are never obscured, even if less than 50% of the model is
visible to the firing model.

Subtract I from hit rolls for attacks with ranged
weapons if the target is obscured.

Note that it is possible for a target unit to be obscured
from the point of view of some models in a firing unit
and not from others. In suds cases, only the models to
whom the target unit is obscured suffer the penalty to
their hit rolls.

Obscured Targets

From this angle, this unit of Aggressors is obscured —

every model in the unit is at least partiaLly obscured by
the ruin they are occupying.

When these Guardian Defenders those their targets,
the flash Gitz are not obscured to any of them every
model in the Guardian unit can see at least one of the
Flash Gitz without any obstruction.

Designer’s Note: When checking to see if a model is
obscured, consider the main body of thefirmgmodel
and its target — do not include the models’ bases or
parts that are ‘sticking osit’ like aerials, banners,
weapons orpathcuhcrly impressive hairstyles, but do
include all hmbs.

I

We recommend that players agree about what
constitutes the main body ofa model before the
battle begins. We have also found that it pays to
be gracious when Judging if a target is obscured or
not — in other words tf there is any doubt at all as
to whether a target is obscured or not, then count it
a’s obscured, If both players take this approach the
game wilifiow more smoothly and will be much
more sah.s[ying.

“I

This Repulsor is not considered to be obscured, as it is a
vehicle and more than 50% of the model is visible to the
firing unit from this angle.

:



Lucky Hit
Sometimes, despite making best use of available cover
and all efforts to conceal your position, a stray shot or
ricochet will nonetheless find its mark.

A hit roll of 6 always hits the target, irrespective of any
modifiers that may app1)

Streets and Roads
forces can move quickly across streets and roads, but
doing so often leaves them exposed to enemy fire.

After you have created the battlefield, the players should
agree what areas count as streets and roads. If a model
spends its entire Movement phase on a street or road, its
Move characteristic is increased by 3” until the end of
the phase. This has no effect on units that can FLY.

Dangerous Terrain
Many war-torn city ruins are verging on total collapse
and are extremely perilous to those that shelter
within, who may be crushed by loose masonry or fall
through unstable floors.

Some terrain is classed as dangerous terrain. Each
time a model Advances or charges through dangerous
terrain, roll a D6; on a I, that model’s unit suffers a
mortal wound.

Height Advantage
In urban warfare, every soldier in a tall building is
a sniper, raking fire onto those below. Combating
foes with such a height advantage is a dangerous
proposition indeed.

A model gains a height advantage whilst it is occupying
the upper levels of a ruin or a Sector Mechanicus
structure and it shoots at a unit that is either at
street level or within a lower level of a ruin or Sector
Mechanicus structure To gain a height advantage, every
model in the target unit must be on levels that are 3” or
more below that of the firing model.

If a model makes an attack with a ranged weapon
against an enemy unit over which it has a height
advantage, the Armour Penetration characteristic of that
weapon is improved by I (e4. A?O becomes AP-l. AP-l
becomes AP-2, and so on).
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In a Cities of Death mission, terrain features are classed
as either soft cover or hard cover. After you have created
the battlefield, players should agree what terrain features
fall into which class (see the guidelines below). Then,
instead of using the rules for cover as described in the
core rules, use the following rules:

If a unit is entirely on or within any terrain feature, or it
is receiving the benefit of cover from a terrain feature,
add 1 to its models’ saving throws against shooting
attacks if the terrain feature is classed as soft cover,
or add 2 tIthe terrain feature is classed as hard cover.
Invulnerable saves are unaffected. Units gain no benefit
from cover in the Fight phase.

Improving the Benefits ofCover
Some models have abilities that improve the bonus a
model receives to its saving throw when it is receiving
the benefit olcover, e.g. ‘add 2 to saving throws made
for models in this unit when they receive the benefit of

cover instead of 1 If a model has an ability like this, you
oniy add the bonus to its saving throw when it receives
the benefit of soft cover. If such a model is receiving
the benelit of hard cover, you instead add an additional
+ I bonus to its saving throws, regardless of the actual
number listed in its ability. In the example above, this
would mean you add 3 to the saving throws made for
the unit when it benefits from hard cover.

Ignoring the Benefits ofcover
Some weapons and models have abilities that ignore
the benefit a target might otherwise receive to its saving
throws from being in cover, e.g. ‘units attacked by this
weapon do not gain any bonus to their saving throws for
being in cover’ or ‘enemy units do not receive the benefit
to their saving throws for being in cover against attacks
made by this model.’ If a model has an ability like this,
or is shooting a weapon that has an ability like this, it
makes no difference whether the target is receiving the
benefit of soft or hard cover - it gains no bonus to its
saving throws. t’tote, however, that such abilities nfy
ignore the bonus a target might otherwise have gained
to its saving throws; it does not ignore any penalty
incurred to the firers hit rolls as a result of the target
being obscured (pg 62).

- -, 1_ •,

Soft Cover and Hard Cover
In the close confines of building-to-building warfare,
cover is the key to survival = but not all cover offers
the same degree of protection.

F

f
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Agreeing on Cover
The following table provides guidance as to whether a terrain feature is soft cover or hard cover. If a terrain
feature does not appear on the table below, players should agree after creating their battlefield whether it is
classed as soft or hard cover.

SOFT COVER HRO COVER
• Deathworld forest (including Eldritch
Ruins, Grapple Weeds, Shardwrack Spines
and Barbed Venomgorse)

• Woods

• 3attlescape

• Craters

• Imperial Statuary

• Obstacles

• Sector Mechanicus structures (including Haemotrope
Reactors, Galvanic Servohaulers, Thermic Plasma
Regulators* and Thermic Plasma Conduits*)

• Ruins

• fuel Pipes

• Barricades

• fortifications

Fuel Pipes, Therm ic Plasma Regulators and Thennic Plasma
Conduits have a chance ofinfticting a mortal wound o
a unit that uses them as co’er. To see if this happens in
games of Cities ofDeath, roll a 1)6 each time you make an
unmodified armour saving throw o16 for such units, instead
of a mod(fied saving throw of 7+. On a 1, the model’s unit
suffers mortal wound.



If a mission uses Concealed Deployment, the Defender
will need a set-up marker for each unit in their army
that they intend to start the battle deployed on the
battlefield. You do not need any markers for units that
wilt start the battle embarked on a TRANSPORT, only a
marker for the transport itself Each marker needs to be
distinct (for example, by having a different number) so
it can correspond to a specific unit. The Defender must
write down which unit each marker represents and keep
this information secret from their opponent.

When the Defender deploys their army, they set up the
markers instead of their models. Once the Defender has
set up all their markers, the Attacker deploys all their
forces. Once this has been done, the Defender then
reveals which marker corresponds to which unit, setting
up the appropriate models as they do so. The first model
in each unit must be placed ezactly where the unit’s set
up marker was placed. and the entire unit must be set
up wholly within the player’s own deployment zone.

Cunning coimnanders may attack under cover of
darkness to better conceal their advance from the foe.

If your mission uses Dawn Raid, both players must
subtract I from all hit rolls made in the Shooting phase
during the first battle round of the game.

Preliminary Bombardment
In a major offensive, the attacker will often launch a
heavy bombardment prior to the main attack.

ifyuur mission uses Preliminary Bombardment, then at
the start of the first battle round, but beft)re the first turn
begins, the Attacker should roll a dice for each enemy
unit that is on the battlefield (do not roll for units that
are embarked inside TRANSPORTS). On a roll of 6, that
unit has been hit by a Preliminary Bombardment; that
unit suffers D6 mortal wounds. INsANTRY units that
are hit by a Preliminary Bombardment can choose to go
to ground before the damage is determined - if they do,
they only suffer D3 mortal wounds, but cannot take any
actions during their first turn.

Random Battle Length
War is rarely predictable, and the time available to
achieve your objectives is never certain.

If your mission uses Random Battle Length, at the end
of battle round 5, the player who had the first turn must
roll a D& On a roll of 3+, the game continues, otherwise
the game is oven At the end of battle round 6, the player
who had the second turn must roll a D6. This time the
game continues on a roll of 41-, otherwise the game is
over. The battle automatically ends at the end of battle
round 7. or when one army has slain all of its foes.

Reserves
Reserves are forces which are not directly present at
the start of battle, but are available as reinforcements.

If a mission uses Reserves, it will detail which units in
your army start the game in Reserve — these units are
not deployed with the rest of your army.

The mission will usually state when the units placed
in Reserve arrive on the battlefield — this is typically at
the end ofa particular Movement phase. if the mission
does not specify when units arrive, roll for each unit
at the end ofyour second Movement phase (and at the
end of each of your Movement phases thereafter) — this
is called a Reserve roll. On a 3+, the unit being rolled
for arrives from Reserve. Note that if a unit placed into
Reserve is embarked within a TRANSPORT, they will
arrive when their transport does, not separately (if
rolling, make a single roll for the transport and the units
embarked in it).

The mission vill explain how and where to et up units
when they arrive from Reserve.

Sustained Assault
Occasionally, an army will possess overwhelming
superiority in numbers.

If your mission uses Sustained Assault, any of the
Attacker’s units that are destroyed can be brought back
into play later in the battle, to represent their almost
limitless supply of reinforcements. At the end of each of
the Attacker’s Movement phases, roll a dice for each of
their destroyed units, adding 2 to the result if that unit
has the Troops Battlefield Role. On a 4+, immediately
set up that unit within 6’ of a battlefield edge —. the
mission will specify which.

The Attacker can also, at the end ofany of their turns,
remove any of their units from the battlefield that have
a quarter or less of their starting number ofmodels (or,
in the case of single-model units, a quarter or less of its
starting number ofwounds). This Unit then counts as
having been destroyed for all purposes, and so can be
brought back into play later as described above.

NARRATIVE PLAY
MISSION SPECIAL RULES

Most narrative play missions use one or more additional
special rules to better represent the different tactics and
strategies used by Attackers and Defenders. Some of the
more in-depth mission special rules are collected below
and referenced by the missions that appear later.

Concealed Deployment
In some battles, commanders have had time to
conceal the positions of their forces from their enemy.

Dawn Raid
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When a model targets an enenw
INFANTRY unit that has all of
its models within 3fImperial
Statuary, the target unit receives
the benefit of cover if the shooting
model is closer to the Imperia
Statuary than it is to the target
and the target is at least partially
obscured from the point of
view of the shoo1ing model. In
addition, IMPERIUM units add 1

to their Leadership characteristic
whilst they are within 3 ofany
Imperial Statuary.

1.
t The galaxy is littered with the

remains of once-proud cities.

Only INFANTRY, BEASTS. SwARMs
and units that can FIs can be set
up or end their move on the upper
floors of ruins (any unit can do so
on the ground floor).

INFANTRY are assumed to be able
to scale walls and traverse through
windows, doors and portals readily.
These models can therefore move
through the floors and walls of a
ruin without further impediment.

i’,.
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BATTLEFIELD TERRAIN
In this section you will find updates for existing battlefield terrain rules, along with rules for more
recently released terrain features. Where relevant, these rules replace those in the Warhammer 40,000
rulebook, and are for use in any Warhammer 40J)00 game, not just Cities of Death games.

RUINS

INFANTRY units that are entirely
on or within a ruin receive the
benefit of cover. Other units that
are entirely on or within a ruin
oniy receive the benefit of cover
if at least 50% of every model is
obscured from the point of view of
the shooting modeL

IMPERIAL STATUARY
The heroes of the Imperium are
immortalised hi stone effigies.
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When a model targets an enemy
INIANTRY unit that has all of its
models within 1” of a barricade,
the target unit receives the benefit
of cover if the shooting model is
closer to the barricade than it is to
the target and the target is at least
partially obscured from the point
ofview of the shooting model. In
addition, enemy units can Fight
across a barricade, even though the
physical distance is sometimes more
than 1. When resolving Fights
between units on opposite sides of
a barricade, units can be chosen to
Fight and can make their attacks if
the enemy is within 2 instead of the
normal l.

There are two kinds of obstacles:
tank traps, which are obstacles to
VEHICLES and MONSTERS, and
tanglewire, which is an obstacle
to everything else, Units are
slowed when they attempt to move
over obstacles. If, when a unit
Advances or charges, one or more
Of its models have to move over
an ostac1e, you must halve the
unit’s Advance or charge distance,
as appropriate (rounding up).
TITANIC models are not slowed
by obstacles.

CRATERS
Many worlds bear the scars of
heavy, sustained bombardment.

INIANTRY units that are entirely
within a crater receive the benefit
of cover.

Models are slowed when charging
across craters. If, when a unit
charges, one or more of its models
have to move across a crater, you
must subtract 2 from the unit’s
charge distance.

BARRICADES
Makeshift barricades make
excellent defensive positions.

OBSTACLES
The advance of many armies has
been thwarted by obstacles.
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Sectors Mechanicus are a common
sight throughout the gaJax their
gantries and girders thrumming
with automated industry

Sector Mechanicus structures
follow all the rules for ruins with
the following difference:
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Unless they can Fix, INFANTRY,
BEASTS and SwARMs must scale
ladders, gIrders or wails to ascend
or descend between the different
levels of a Sector Mechanicus
structure. INFANTRY are also
assumed to be able to traverse
atound girders, buttresses and
hanging chains, and so move
through them without impediment.

THERMIC PLASMA
CONDUITS
These conduits channel
hot plasma and make for
dangerous cover.

Thermic Plasma Conduits follow
all the rules for Barricades, but they
also have the Hazardous Cover
ability (see Haemotrope Reactors).

HAEMOTROPE
REACTORS
These store vast amoiants of power,
making them objects of cover for
the brave only.

Haaardous Cover: Roll a D6 each
time you make a saving throw of
7+ (such as a roll of 6, plus I for
being in cover) for a model within
3 of any terrain features with
this ability in the Shooting phase.
On a 1. the model’s anitsufirsa
mortal wound.
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SECTOR
MECHANICUS

When a model tarts an enemy
unit that has all of its models within
3 ota Haemotrope Reactor, the
target unit receives the benefit of
cover if at least 25% of every model
is obscured by it from the point of
view of the shooting model.



MUNITORUM
ARMOURED
CONTAINERS
These vast steel containers
are sometimes fitted with
defensive weapons to protect the
cargo within.

Units do not receive the benefit of
cover when they are on top of a
Munitorum Armoured Container —

their position is too exposed.

If an INT-ANTRY Uflit iS Ofl top of a
Munitorum Armoured ntainer .1
that has one or more storm bolters,
up to two models in that unit can
each fire them each time their unit
shoots instead of firing any of their
own weapons. Storm bolters are
Rapid Fire 2 weapons, with a Range
of24”, a Strength of 4, A? 0 and
Damage 1.

-.“

THERMIC PLASMA
REGULATORS
These ancient machines thrum
with lethal pJasma energy

I

Thermic Plasma Regulators follow
aN the rules for Sector Mechanicus
structures, but they also have
the Hazardous Cover ability (see
Haemotmpe Reactors).

GALVANIC
SERVOHAULERS
These hydraulic machines
litter the industrial zones of
the Imperium.

When a model targets an enemy
INFANTRY unit that has alt of its
models within 3 of a Galvanic
Servohauler the target unit receives
the benefit of cover if the shooting
model is closer to the Galvanic
Servohauter than it is to the target
and the target is at least partially
obscured from the point of view of
the shooting model.
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n STRATAGEMS
ifyou are playing a Cities of Death mission, you can spend Command Points fCPs) to use the
following Stratagems.

BREACHING GEAR REINFIIHCEU PIISITIGN
Cities ofDeath Stratagem Cities ofDeath Stratagem

Assault troops use breachinggear to improve Upgrading a position’s defrnsibility can take man)’

access and manoeuvrability when storming forms, such as affixing annouredplating to improvc’

enemy-held structures. density, or hangingflak-mesh to ward offshrapneL

Use thisStratagem if an INFANTRY Unit in your Use this Stratagem after both sides have deployed,
army declares a charge against only one enemy unit but before the first baffle round begins. Pick a
in your Charge phase, and that unit is entirely on terrain feature that is classed as soft cover and
or within a ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure, is wholly within your deployment zone. For the
but before making the charge roll. After maidnE remainder of the baffle that terrain feature is
the charge roll, you can change one of the two dice classed as hard cover instead.
results to a 6.

/
HUNKER HUWN

Cities ofDeath Stratagem

A’ second nature to dart behind rubble and take coverJ For troops experienced in cityfighting, it becomes

in sight-obscured spaces at the crack ofa rifle shot.

/lJ
I’ “ Use this Stratagem at the start of your opponent’s

Shooting phase. Choose a unit from your army
that is entirely on or within a ruin or Sector
Methanicus structure. Until the end of the turn,
add an additional ito saving throws for models in
this unit that are receiving the benefit of cover.

SIEGE SHELL

_____________________________________

Cities ofDeathStratagem

_________________________________

Siege shells are massive munitions overcharged with
explosives. The heavy shock wave created by their WRECKER
detonation can blast thefoe out ofcover and render Cities ofDeath Stratagem

the ruins they hide in unstable. Wrecker balls, seismic drills, sophisticated lascutters,
or similarly destructive devices can bring an era

Use this Stratagem in your Shooting phase before level ofdevastation to cityfighting; shattering both
making aftadcs with a MONSTER or VEHIcut ruins and the squads hidden within.
from your army. Select one of that modal’s ranged
weapons that makes a random number of attacks Use this Stratagem at the end ofyour Fight phase if
(e.g. Heavy D6, Heavy 2D6). That weapon can a MONSTER or VEHICLE model from your army is
target a single ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure within 1’ of a ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure.
as if it were an enemy unit. To do so, make a single Select one of that model’s melee weapons and make
hit roll using the model’s Ballistic Skill (ignore a single hit roll using the model’s Weapon Skill
modifiers). If the hit roll is successful, roll a D6 (ignore modiers). If you hit, roll a D6 and add
and add the weapon’s Damage characteristic to the the weapon’s Damage characteristic to the result. If
result. if the total is 8 or more, the terrain feature is the total is 8 or more, the terrain feature is classed
classed as dangerous terrain for the rest of the battle as dangerous terrain for the rest of the battle and
and you immediately roll a D6 for each model that you immediately roll a D6 for each inodel that is
is entirely on or within that terrain feature — on a 1, entirely on or within that terrain feature — on a I,
that model’s unit suffers a mortal wound, that model’s unit suffers a mortal wound,

i-W: --- --
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Cities ofDeath Stratagem Cities ofDeath Stratagem

With a suitable energy source neart;) a plasma A quick and risk) transfusion ofrefiiiedpromnethium

weapon can be supercharged to fire devastatingly makes fiamer weapons all the more lethaL

potent blasts. I
Select an INPANTRY unit from your army that is

Select an INFANTRY unit from your army that is within 1” of any fuel Pipes before it shoots in the

within 1” of any Thermic Plasma Regulators or Shooting phase, or before it fires Overwatch. Until

Conduits before it shoots in the Shooting phase, the end of this phase, double the range of all flame

or before it fires Overwatch. Until the end of weapons the squad is equipped with and add 1 to

this phase, add 1 to the Strength and Damage any wound rolls made for these weapons. For the

characteristics of all plasma weapons the unit is purposes of this Stratagem, a flame weapon is an

equipped with. For the purposes of this Stratagem, Ork burna, skortha or any weapon whose name

a plasma weapon is any weapon whose name includes the word ‘tiame’ (e.g. flamer, heavy flamer,

includes the word ‘plasma’ (e.g. plasma pistol, flamestorm gauntlet etc.).

plasma gun, plasma rifle, plasma incinerator etc.).

_______________________________________________

/ PLUNOING FIRE
EXPERT BRENAIIIER Cities ofDeath Stratagem

Cities ofDeath Stratagem When targeting quarryfrom above, a shooter can

Those who survive in tile close-quarters belt of urban pinpoint the it’cakest part of enem)’ armour.

combat learn to use their grenades to optimal effect.
Use this Stratagem before a unit from your army

Use this Stratagem when a model from your makes its attacks in the Shooting phase. Until the

army throws a Grenade at an enemy unit that is end of the phase, attacks made by models in that

entirely on or within a ruin or Sector Mechanicus unit which have a height advantage over their

structure. You can re-roll failed wound rolls when target are resolved with an additional improvement

resolving that Grenade’s attacks. furthermore, if of 1 to their Armour Penetration characteristic

that Grenade makes a random number of attacks, (e.g. an AP of’-1’ becomes ‘-2’, ‘-2’ becomes ‘-3

it always makes the maximum number of attacks and so on).
instead (e.g. a Grenade D6 profile would instead

________________________________________

be treated as a Grenade 6 profile when thrown at

a unit that is entirely on or within a ruin or Sector
Mechanicus structure). ncr LOUD BOMB

Cities ofDeath Stratagem •.. -

Munitions hurledfrom on high rain down withfury.

OPERATE SEllVUHAWEll Use this Stratagem before a unit from your army

Cities ofDeath Stratagem shoots in the Shooting phase. if a model in that unit

Through desperation, technical k-now-how or has a height advantage, you can double the range of

intuition, some warriors have a knackfor being able J any Grenade weapons it uses this phase.
to operate any equipment to their advantage. \__________________________________________

Use this Stratagem at the end ofyour Movement 7
phase ifan INFANTRY unit from your army f’j) SIEBE ARMOUR
is within 1” ofa Galvanic Servohauler and L.J Cities ofDeath Stratagem
there are no enemy units within I” of the same E.spr’rienced crews seek to protect their vehicles Irum

Galvanic Servohauler. You can move that plungingfire by adding armour to the tops of their

Galvanic Servohauler in any direction, as if it engines ofwar.
were a VEHIcLE unit in your army with a Move
characteristic of 6 (it cannot Advance as part Use this Stratagem before the battle. Choose a
of this move, and cannot move within 1” of any VErncLn model from your army: during the
enemy model) If the Galvanic Servohauler is hattie, enemy attacks do not gain any bonus to their
towing a crane, both the Servohauler and the crane Armour Penetration characteristic for having a
are moved, height advantage when targeting that vehicle.

______
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OVERLOAD POWER GORE
Cities ofDeath Stratagem

Crudely desecrated, this volatile device makes a
potent bomb.

Use this Stratagem before an INCANTRY model
from your army that is within 1” of a Plasma
Conduit shoots a ranged weapon at a unit within
6. Instead of fifing that weapon, that model hurls a
power core at the unit. Make a single hit roll; ifyou
hit the target, it suffers D3 mortal ivounds.

GRAPPLING HOOKS
Cities ofDeath Stratagem

An effective means ofclaiming the high ground.

Use this Stratagem at the start of your Movement
phase. Select one ofyour INFANTRY units. For
the duration of your turn, models in that unit can
ascend or descend ruins or Sector Mechanicus
structures when they move, even without a
ladder, wall or girder. Furthermore, for the
duration of your turn, do not count any vertical
distance that unit moves against the total they can
move that turn (i.e. moving verticatly is free for
those models).

II[MULITIIINS
Cffies ofDeath Stratagem

Combat engineers can degrade assets, denying their
utility to the foe. Many such ads ofsabotage are best

resolved through the use ofhigh explosives.

Use this Stratagem at the end ofyour Movement
phase. Choose an objective marker you control that
has been upgraded by a Key Building Stratagem.
All abilities conferred by that Key Building
Stratagem cease to apply for the remainder of
the battle — from now on it is treated as a normal
objective marker. In addition, roll a D6z on a 4+
the ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure in which
the objective marker is located is now classed as
dangerous terrain.

BLOOD IN THE STREETS
Cihes ofDeath Stratagem

Cover is the key to survival in urban combat, and
those that move out in the open sign their own

death warrant.

Use this Stratagem before a unit from your army
makes its attacks in the Shooting phase. Until the
end of the phase, you can re-roll failed wound rolls
for attacks made bymodels in that unit, provided
that the target is entirely at Street level and is
neither obscured nor receiving the benefit of cover.

MASTER SNIPERS
- Cities ofDeath Stratagem

The most skilled marksmen can thread nigh
impossible shots through the densest of terrain to

take out enemy officers.

Use this Stratagem before a unit from your army
makes its attacks in the Shooting phase. Until the
end of the phase. enemy units do not receive the
benefit to their saving throws for being in cover
against attacks made by weapons in your unit
that have an ability that says, ‘A model firing this
weapon can target an enemy CHARACTER even if
they are not the closest enemy unit: In addition,
models firing such weapons ignore all negative
modifiers to their hit rolls until the end of the
phase so long as they remained stationary during
their previous Movement phase.

RUBBLE AND RUIN
Cities ofDeath Stratagem

Years ofsustained bombardment have reduced many
a sturdy structure to a rubt;le-strewn deathtrap.

Use this Stratagem at the start of the first battle
round, but before the first turn begins, after both
players have used any Key Building Stratagems
that they wish to use. Select a ruin or Sector
Mechanicus structure on the battlefield .- you
cannot select one that is currently occupied by
any models or one that has any Key Building
objective markers on or in it. That terrain feature is
dangerous terrain for the rest of the battle.
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HORN ‘EM 11111 fTh POINT-BLANK 1111WWATCH

Cities ofDeath Stratagem 1,J Cities ofDeath Stratagem I
There is no escaping the flames.. It takes a coot hand to holdfire until the optimal

moment against an oncomingfoe but sometimes

Use this Stratagem at the start of your Shooting waiting until the target is as dose as possible is the
phase. Select an enemy unit that is entirely on or deftnders’ only hopefor survivaL
within a ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure. Until
the end of the phase, that unit does not gain the Use this Stratagem when an enemy unit declares
benefit to their armour saves for being in cover a charge against a unit from your army. Instead
against attacks made with flame weapons. For the of firing Overwatch as soon as the enemy unit
purposes of this Stratagem, a flame weapon is an declares its charge, the enemy unit makes its charge
Ork burna, skorcha or any weapon whose name roll as normal. If this is insufficient to end a move
includes the word ‘flame’ (e.g. flamer, heavy flamer, within I” of the target, no Overwatch is fired at
flamestorm gauntlet etc.). the charging unit. Otherwise, all models in the

______________________________________

charging unit are considered to be within line of
sight of all models in the unit being charged, and
within half range of all of its ranged weapons,
when resolving the Overwatch

SEWER RATS
Cities ofDeath Stratagem

By squeezing through pipes and wading through
icitti, these infiltrators have navigated underground
sewer systems, using them to attack thefoefrom an

unexpected quarter.

21W
BOOBY TRAPS

Cities ofDeath Stratagem Use this Stratagem just before you set up a SWARM

Urban combat is a dirty business. The cluttered or INFANTRY unit during deployment. Instead

terrain and close quarters are perfect conditionsfor of setting up that unit on the battlefield, you

troops to rig thadi, dei sees in the enemys path can place them to one side and say that they are
infiltrating a sewer network. At thc end of any of

This Stratagem is used after both stdes have your Movement phases you can set the unit up

deployed but before the first battle round begins anywhere on the battlefield at street level that is

Secretly pick a single nun or Sector MechaniLu’, more than 9 from any enemy models and is not

structure that is not currently occupied by any within a ruin or a Sector Mechanicus structure.

models, and write it down. The first time any

_____________________________________

model moves within 1’ of that terrain frature,
they trigger booby traps and their unit suffers D3
mortal wounds (D6 if they Advanced this turn). Iii I2CP

RIBBED Ill BLOW
addition, roll a D6: on a 4+ that terrain feature is 1,___) Cities ofDeath Stratagem

now classed as dangerous terrain. Placing explosive traps where the enemy is sure to set
them offis a classic city-fighting tactic.

Use this Stratagem at the end ofyour turn. Secretly

121W 1 PROXIMITY MINES pick an objective marker that is not currently

Cities ofDeath Stratagem controlled by your opponent, and write this down.

Plasma mines rigged to a sensor are set off by nearby ihe first time a unit in your opponenes army ends

movement, heat or any number ofdfferent triggers: a move within 3’ of that objective marker, roll is
a nasty surprisefor an unsuspectingfoe. a D6: on a 1 nothing happens, on a 2-5 the unit

suffers D3 mortal wounds, and on a 6 it suffers

Use this Stratagem when an enainy unit is set up D6 mortal wounds. In addition, roll a 136 if the

as reinforcements during the battle. Roll a D6 for objective marker was on or within a ruin or Sector ,4
each model in the unit: for each 6, that unit suffers Mechanicus structure: on a 4+ that terrain feature

a mortal wound, is now classed as dangerous terrain.
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KEY BUILDING STRATAGEMS
Key Building Stratagems are used to upgrade objective
markers. If both players want to use any Key Building AMMONITIAN IACHE

• Stratagems then they should roll off and, starting Cities ofDeath Stratagem

with the winner, alternate using these Stratagems. 71w Crates ofservo-stacked shells tmd flux plasma
following additional rules app1y to these Stratagems: chargers are piled within this building, allowing

troops within to fire their weapons with wanton
Only objective markers that arc on or within a rtiin or abandon, unleashing cascades ofshot, shells and

• Sector Mechanicus structure can be upgraded by a Key bolts with no regardfor conserving ammunition.
Building Stratagem.

Key Building Stratagem. Use this Stratagem at the

It there are fewer than six objective markers on the start of the first battle round, but before the first

battlefield when you tue a Key Building Stratagem, turn begins. Choose an objective marker to be

you can hrt set an Olectf -

upgraded to be an Ammunition Cache. Whilst a

a ruin or Sector Mechanicus structure (provided unit controls that objective marker they gain the

thcrc is not slrcidt sn objective marker on or within following ability Lock and Load Re roll hit rolls

that terrain feature), and then upgrade that objective of 1 for attacks made with ranged weapons by

marker. Note that this objective marker has no effect models in this unit’

on any victory conditions.

Only one Key Building Stratagem can be used to
upgrade each objective marker. I1 1 POWER SOREEN PROJFGTUR

Cities ofDeath Stratagem

• Once an objective marker h-as been upgraded by i With a rippling crackle, ancient archeotech housed

Key Building Stratagem, no other objective marker within this structure creates apowerfutforcefield.

on the battlefield can be upgraded using the same Key flickering on and off the shimmering screen can
Building Stratagem. repel incomingfire, negating the shots ofeven the

most powerful weaponry.

fl • A unit controls an objective marker that has been
upgraded by a Key Building Stratagem if it is within Key Building Stratagem. Use this Stratagem at the

3’ of the centre of the objective marker and there ,ire start of the first battle round, but before the first

more friendly models within 3 of the centre of the turn begins. Choose an objective marker to be

objective marker than enemy models. If several units upgraded to a Power Screen Projector. Whilst a

could Coflttc)l it, the contrcilling player must declare , unlt.controls thisobjective marker they have the

the start of each phase which of their units is doing following ability: ‘Power Screen: Models in this
unit have a 4+ invulnerable save against attacks

• The effects of an objective marker that has been made with ranged weapons.’

upgraded by a Key Building Stratagem can only affect
one unit in the same phase.

• A unit can only control a single objective marker that SBAUEII FIELO GENERATOR
has been upgraded by a Key Building Stratagem at any Cities ofDeath Stratagem

time, even if it is within range (as defined on page 61) The Scatter Field Generatorwithin this edifice

to he able to control more than one. In such cases, the produces a zone ofmolecular disruption, so that no

controlling player must declare which of their units foes can materialise suddenly within its boundaries.

is controlling which objective marker at the start of -

each phase. Key Building Stratagem. Use this Stratagem at
the start of the first battle round, but before the
first turn begins. Choose an objective marker to

- be upgraded to a Scatter field Projector. Whilst a
- unit controls that objective marker, that objective

— .,( \ — marker has the following ability Scatter Field

-

I Enemy units that are set up on the battlefield as
- reinforcements cannot beset up within 18’ of this

objective marker.’

‘11,
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To generate a Tactical Objective, roll two dice, one after
the other: the first dice represents tens, and the second
represents digits, giving you a result between ii and
66. Consult the Cities of Death Tactical Objectives on
the following pages and write dowii the corresponding
Tactical Objective. Note that unless the mission states
otherwise, the results are not secret: each player should
be able to see what Tactical Objectives the other has.

Note that, whilst there are several Tactical Objectives
with the same name, they are all uniquely numbered.
When generating Tactical Objectives, keep a note of
the numbers you rolled during the game — if you roll
the same numbered Tactical Objective duriig the same
game, roll again until a different number is generated.

If you own ideck ofCities of Death Tactical Objective
cards, you can instead generate your Tactical Objectives
by shuffling the deck and drawing the top card. The
cards you have drawn should be kept face up. so your
opponent can see which Tactical Objectives you have
generated, unless the mission you are playing instructs
you otherwise.

Tactical Objectives that have been generated are said to
be active until they are either achieved or discarded.

Faction-specific Tactical Objectives
Many codexes contain Tactical Objectives that are
specific to a Faction and are used if your Warlord is
from the appropriate faction. Normally. these replace
the Capture and Control objectives in the Wwthamnier
40,000 rulebook (numbers 11-16). In a Cities of Death
mission, you can choose whether or not to use faction-
specific Tactical Objectives — simply let your opponent
know before the battle which set ofTactical Objectives
you will use. If you choose to use faction-specific
Tactical Objectives for a mission, they instead replace
the Capture and Control objectives in this book.

1”

“TACTICAL OBiECTIVES
War within the close confines of a city can be chaotic and unpredictable. Commanders must be able to
adapt to the evolving flow of battle in an instant, and focus their army on achieving those objectives of
opportunity that can turn the tide of the battle in their favour.

If you are playing a Cities of Death matched p1ay
• mission, you will have the option to use Maelstrom of

‘War objectives. If you do, then you and your opponent
* must use Cities ofDeath Tactical Objectives.

ACHIEVING TACTICAL OBJECTIVES

GENERATING TACTICAL OBJECTIVES
The mission will tell you how many Tactical Objectives
to generate at the Start of your turn.

At the end of every turn (yours and your opponent’s),
you must check to see if you have achieved any of your
active Tactical Objectives — the descriptions will tell you
how and when they are achieved and how many victory
points are scored for achieving them. If you can achieve
a Tactical Objective at the end of a turn, you must
immediately score the victory points for it — you cannot
choose not to do so. Players can achieve any number of
their Tactical Objectives in the same turn.

DISCARDING TACTICAL OBJECTIVES
Once a Tactical Objective has been achieved, it is
discarded. After the achieved Tactical Objectives (if
any) have been discarded, the player whose turn it is can
select one of their remaining active Tactical Objectives
and choose to discard it — this scores no victory points.
Discarded Tactical Objectives cease being active and
you cannot generate or achieve these objectives for the
remainder of the game.

-
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A ;.i ib’’ lit’,’ he. Situ 1; 01 1St 11 1 tat i icilnl I-. ttU itt’; A kt i Ittiitatuç has bet-n sc,’tacu and lutist lit’ J’ttltt 1. Di; lit;!
t’i,k rid it’ hieild it at any cost. ull;i; tb l,’ It gum ilt;tn,! ill a.

Scm’;’ VS. tar point it \tiu intl to! obiectiec’ marker 5 St the ;ntt SCt)te , vie toi s paints ts .‘i:, t’tiOtaI ;ihit’ its e marker 5 at i bc

itt sour turn, end at’ tisti onset ntis;’ ito its

—f IL SECURE BUILDING 5 }( DAND_)—, ,—f1-__GARRISON_RHIIOING B TAKE AND HDLH

A situ? obiet ti;; 5us been tdc;;tmht’tj in i’tiitt ;‘ic;nitil lInt arc’ A kr’; t’u,’;;u rIa. OttO .,Cc’t;ri d ,;ni ;rn.r he lirtt,’Cti’,i, I )o not
‘t,It’rt’tj tt hitiit? it at alit’ cost, uPon the hi’ it gain tttnlt;b/ at it,

Scar;’ t Sit tort point it t’ou cihntiiil obiective markerit at the em! Sear;’ 2 suIt;; ‘ mInis it t’au, tintriil ctbic’ctts;’ nt,crkc’r it ,tt tin’
of ‘our ttiri; ; itd ill its I tills; titts ; ttii ns

______

-
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SEIZE GWCOING 1 -3-1’’ j- —(iJ{MISSIllN-CIIITICALROt[UiiJ SEIZ[ GROUKO

>,‘n i’i:r •‘‘‘a” ,‘neu:i i,d 1i’5•57 i’,

a te ic5n s ctt’’ls to icfr’i.i : sector.

Sore I vLtorv ‘shirt ij sr’t’,d c n rarkr’r I at il’5 end

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
_

or ‘. Ui tin. 1; the eneitis ,,‘i. ,-r.ej dr: njse tis ; .nsk,att ‘n, ‘n. .;,dsai th;e5tr-_ ge”.’r ‘‘.d. vo&ir i1Mncrit

it Ic turn and von ,‘iitr 4 it sit tin’ ,flil ot the turn. s ore rrni it t’rs k an ohtet ne marker this must i’S’ one thin has been

,rd t’rraded iv a Kes ltnii ding Strit r’,s-rrt. if dit c inc mv on tb’

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
__________

________

n’ittretneid. S ‘rs j)3 victor> i’units a on coin. i’( .ih’5 ,rvi’

__________
__________

__________
__________

________ ________________________

I ‘ni. ken at the end ut tt:e turn

SEiZE ShIlliNG 2 STORM ANn

_____________________
_____________________

:iiili
rinkur itit

]

___________

STORM

_____
_____

_____
____ _____

____

SEIZE BilLViii
CAPTURE STRUNGHll[O]_[ SLIZ GRIIUNO

ike i,’,’: i’!tO mon b’rritrirv On,5 5C!i fli nth.i0i iih’iiVint

S ire t v’ tots’ point it Von ion ml Ot’tcc ‘ice nr5ii ku’l 3 at the soid J no:,): th,’i• inch’, heir ‘mcci,

ot von: turn t tire enemy oritrolled tin. u’I’ie, tree m,irker it the

stat t ,‘t the tO; ii. ,iard von isinol it at the ,ard ot the turn, Sort’ f Scot,’ victory p,’itrt nor c_nh ,si’:5’etns mit ker trio u,,rntn’I

P3 vn tore pi’nn:ts iitsteisl. J J it the 5”rd ii the n’in that is whiiilv svithnn your opj’onenh.

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
__________

__________
_________ deplovnwnt ‘rine.

SWRMAND

____
____

____
____

__

SEIZE BUILDING 4 oEnNILJs /—Iii’1-1 VITAL ASSETS SfItf GROUNO
I “‘ ,S st’mim in , n,’m’ir.Jrn,.: !‘u,!h’i,, ir’::r,’:i: dirty I “—‘ ‘

_____________________

ret’:,’!, n’itin .‘uion,i in; pius, ‘rie,irr .0 Irithtics ruin

‘, ore I Vie trV point it von ontriiI ,‘hie,’tise’n’ai ker 1 sit the end no’, Seek gt rind sn. ore is ‘tort i’ of tht’ct’ OS hit,

it your tin ni : try enreniru .‘oiutroiicd this ‘t’necttve marker at the

the turn ,yy_t , ,n,’I it ,g t’ml of the to’’:, suite i.’ 1 VhtO”i rouit iii ta. h obrr’etive rianku’: you control

P3 V tOiV put 0 irn.ic,icl. it tOt’ end ot the turn thu has been irpgnaded he a Key
Bunlding Str,itartern.

STORM ANO ‘1

__________
__________

_____
__________

___

in 1/__11_TlE HIGH_NAilING__J[SEIZE ORouN}5..1

Id’ .:‘. s’’:, fit.’ !,id,’st ii;tilrln’r,,’, ru this . . no’, ire u’:ll i z1i. to

Snore ti’ v pisiiit 1 vini c’r,trrd irbteetrvr’ m.uk.’i .n tie end rtn,o’r’n.ur’ IOu,’,’ arn’ru 0! dii’,

ot sour tin’. If n, einn’i:iv , r,’tyr’Ht’d ti__s ,‘liec’nve niarkn’r at the j
the tnt ii, .oid vu ,‘tutr ol it at the end ot the tin ii .s.oie S.ore I tJ victory pnmnits

nf

you corntriuj the two ltigli.’st ,ii’r’s e

is ott poi its ;nstead, j st cit cccl i’i’te tree markn’i s 4t thy errsf of your turn. If: ‘ii’ or
i 1 more r’ireet,ve n.irkers ire remtlv the lignust, scone P3 V!stott

________________________________________________ __________
__________

____

1 it von control .iriv the, ot them.

SEIZE CUILOIND_B_ZJ-[&FFNO J—N
K’: i’’,,’ t.” ‘n ,i ,‘,n.’r’iyh.’: £‘n,,.t,’r in:, 3m,: ,,,,.‘r 411 REPEL THE ENEMY GROUND

S. ‘in’ t vi. ti it s point rt von ‘nt i iii ob’n’em iv.’ mat ker ii it me end id’,’od,’ nil of thc 5’e it On, ks, .n ‘it fri is’ tine,’, out hilt’ die

on toUt turn. It time .‘ir.’irns’ n n’iiror,’d this oi’,c, n,c rn,ttken at nbc Si’:, ,ni I’n’ :nt;’n,’r:’,f

,tatt nit th:e n::’, .ird von ,.‘iyjn,t it at tine cyJ nit lSn tu; 0, s.’n’’e

vii tori points nutead. Score ,ivre’,,,rv points at the ed nit the tUrn, it vii , ,‘ut;uI it icat

________________________________________________
________________________________

three oI’iu’euvc en,rrker S arid VOU opnmnieot eontrots mionu

I
:hZ_fyc.’ ‘‘

. -.
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CRUSHING_FIREPUWER_]-I PURG[J_-\.1 —{ KINGS[AYER ANiLAiN

c.t ,‘u ‘1ec’fle1ni “‘i: Uo Ia,e Of citi’ t’k’’!) ic i! cii0i’ !‘.O ic Si.1’! ,,.

rite L’,t::ii.,i,, wth i’ e t’”:’ f’pc’n’e’ I I
S. ore I’ itetury pot ni. .‘n’ c ‘. .yiotd wa’

S,ore 1 i. tots o. ‘tnt .u eieifli,t ii .cs dc’st is’i ed durinc: the ci. c’S cd diii ing titi or .iiis pies tons t Ui It.

tg c’! this turn. its ,‘u dtws d ,ui enetus unit th.n j
vi. .‘nt irelv on t•r wtthtn a ruin ot Sectot \ieclt,ititr us St taictitra

_____________________________________________ _______________________

art St ‘ 1 ElIMINATE SPY J-( ANUIHItA]_,s
NU QUARTER }{ PURGE ]__s.,

ciii 0’ i,’,’;: ii itt ni n,,i. S,’,

— ‘c, nih; tnt f.’c ci’ t,Ct’ the:i’ ‘; hon.! ‘ ,m .‘.‘‘t’.;t.
\hctt tLttS Li. ¶ iL tTh1i.’ett t ae ttet,ited, islt’titit sstiiCtt t’iil’ittS

I t it t i
‘ 11 11 ill I i I it is Liii iii a s as i tint,

III nato than one ate tied, S Ott! c’!’!,’ 1(11’, Ijitc’sc’s tititi

Soie \‘aotor pctnt it .1!! cittliW 11110 0,1, cirst :c’S cci ciUrtiitt 01,’ 1)3 ic tc’t Ptnt it 11,1! iiiOdc ts destt’o’, ed during he an ii. I

ight
pitia.s, it ti js turn. tf cOt .Iast c’t cni ui etn’1!s unit tilt as t the 0 arc na enemy Ci IA RAu ‘1 LRS ciii its’ hati eitc’Iit is htIi this

t’fltlteli i’! 01 iS 11tH! .1 rum OI Ss.’tcir Ms’Liatitcus sit itc,ltit eat the 1.t1tic’,d ‘iec,tjS’c’’ gelic’i 0’d, scc’i’e t S idOl !‘c’.tt ctiStt,ict

oi the F tthl Itase,. so. ‘il vi.tora pant! tiisiead.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

CHUNTER-STRIKE )_(_ANNIHItAT11—_..H 5 H SURPRISE ATTACK ][llHGE [—s
lilt ii cc, itt!. %!t ii titcnz h1 tc,lli f ta i ii

titt,Jt’!i!l ‘1 (itt’ ‘,c,.!’t if iltt t1ttc ..i! ,O,’!t’ ‘a tOil’ 0’.
bi’j, di t’ N5 ,it’c’ 5.101 1w’,t;t, at c,at .‘tlt! iIIC;!O, cc!!,! that st.;’ta’d the

bait, .ini 0 ici a’ c’tii,r titan on t Lit’ batt lc’tteLcl Was soiuptett’h

So,it e is!,i pititit it ti Ia’a’.i cHit a’naHS tittit SitS ci. sttttcd ds’sti 1’) ccl cii!! aug the tu:’fl. II Itt itt’is’ such tttttti Welt! a’sttc’ved

ha .1 unit bout out ,ui t!i that was sci up cm tit, battictielci .i’ tilts tut it. s W D Slat,’! !‘‘0t ttsteaI.

tetiutotcttieItts his to! 1.

____________________________________________________________________

STRHNGHQLII 11ENIAL ).{ANNIHILATION ‘1—_.. -

AREA DENIAL ZR PURGE
—.,,,

1 Ot..... c ,:;,)Oei, sti.’t!,tln’t.! t.’ rul’hh out till’ titcrl their !‘‘ .2,’.

Ii i ‘2tca II (LIII! thu dtutznnathtci. \a’ L’’!c’7’!’ i c.tçN.t’.. t’i I
t,,’r7;;1,; U’ 0’ 2,.’ Ic ,tLhtit,’,l ti ci,ci cp”!’l’ t’,ct’t’ Sca’!a’ I tCki!’S p<ittit at thi’c incl ait Ss’ltt turn tf.at least tOe c’twtnv

lit
tLt’tNta was dotatt’cv..L duting the Lull!, cli’ it ‘ ciU ttScct the

Scan’s’ I vi.tc’!’s point it theta alt’ ii,’ em’tiiS titoslels within U’ itt j h’a’iin’ittic’iis SIt .itagCiti chtit’tiiO our ttittt.
tbc 001010 ut the battictieLd a: the end Oh sour titrti It tit,i’e art’

_______________________________________________________________

I Ito eiient\ todels wtthtti 12’ cit tnt c’entra cit the b,ttiic’iteiai ci ito- I

___________________________________________

e’i ct yOUr tortS. scc’re i’3 SiotiW h’tt tttsic.id. ,,J .‘_-j__CRIPPLE_THE VANGUARD ).{ ANNIHILATION

_________________________________

:ic-o.” t’ .ct,’’,’a t,tOs at’ aa’,çoo’ tht’tr’u,a inc ai’i,d’tliti

o —I 55 PSYCHDLGIIICAL WARFARE PURGE I—’.,. I
I

. J \Vhett I tat’ 1,101 i. a: (Miec toe ts getatr.ata’cl. islcnt its s hi. hi unit

fLU,, i. tin ,‘n’’’ii’s m,’’-.il’ •‘.;c, ),fl4 fiat’s tc’l’Ic’ 1’, lit S cUt! 0l’.’!i’1!t at tits that as Ott the hattheiichcl Its tltc htghest

Move
c’hiat,ttet ts:tc. Sa’te 1 a ni,irs 1’c’int it that unit is desttos i’d

r ‘ C I Vt.’tOc\ l.!t’! ii 500’ .‘L’’,’.’nc’nl toLd Nl,otlc’ tC’’J!1! itO j this lu’!! wi ses ccii are tied liar 11w ttt,tIta’st \lc’tc cliat,ts’tertStta

this turn. It ‘‘‘iii’ cipponetit tailed 3 or titot e N lit ak tOsts. s.a’t a s.c te I i’ cli’ pa’ tnt it von cLash 0)’ ia!S ,it tic it,

S I. tc’lS points ins!c’a,l,

___________________________________________________________________________________________

SALLY FIJRTII PURGE .}N r
lit,’ c ill’!!! .‘Ot’it,’ ha i’ ic sJ!ttJ’O it ,att t,’t thc’t: tti ,tfi,i,’, c,.it!r I c’i;tt,TC ‘irth on:. O, n

1’ 0! !U’ch,tU’ c’,itl ‘it.”- c,i,’ci?it- cilcO c’t,ciCl’ the ic’a’.
1 S’ac!U’! lot caCti L’tieitiv tint that ,,. clt’strcived

S tCta’i’S point ii .tt 0.1st allis ut iaaiii units I hat st at ted the dta it ng the tati-ti atit! tIn;! w .151’, street lea cl and :11: a’attreli t’tl (it

CfltItelV ,,ri dr satthitti a rum or Scta’r SIc’ch,tnictta strticttit’e J n tthiti a t ttifl 0i- Sc.t.ir \Ic’c’ii,a:iiUS at! ilst;t:a .11 the start otthc
oltit gui .tti a’tta’ms ituttt toil ott or as iihtiit a ruin ot Sectot lath! (tu a iiiatttmiln iii 0 S’t0tc’:’ it

5k hi mu its s tt Hi \
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